Create a Genre Crossword Puzzle (not a word search)

Directions: Create a crossword puzzle with clues for the following 20 genre related terms.

Terms: (two word items are not spaced for this project) fiction, nonfiction, drama, poetry, folklore, fable, myth, legend, fairytale, talltale, realisticfiction, historicalfiction, sciencefiction, fantasy, informationalwriting, persuasivewriting, autobiography, biography, tragedy, comedy, and essay.

Creating Clues

Your clues should be made from either a definition or an example. In the following models, the first is made from an example, and the second is made from a definition.

Down
1. In which subgenre do history books belong?

Across
1. In what subgenre would a story based on historical events belong?

Rubric: How your grade will be determined.

Completion

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Project is not nearly complete. Missing many clues or grid is incomplete Missing a few items Complete

Accuracy

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Clues (or lack of) show many serious misunderstandings Minor mistakes in understanding or grid doesn’t work Accurate

Quality Bonus (extra credit)

0 1 2 3 4 5
Student is capable of much better work Some nice touches, a little extra effort Strong Effort Amazing

Total: ________/20
Clues - use the back or a separate sheet of paper if you need more space.
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